In Search of **Noah’s Flood**

“...all the high mountains under the whole heaven were covered.” Genesis 7:19b

- How did the Flood cover Long’s Peak or even Mount Everest?
- Why are there river rocks where there is no river?
- Why have they found buried sea turtle shells?
- Why are there all sorts of sea shells found in a mud flow?
- Why are there coal layers above sea shell layers?
- And someone found a shark’s tooth in a gravel pit? Really?
- See Noah’s Flood evidence of Morgan, Logan, Washington, Weld & Larimer Counties.
- Why does the top of Long’s Peak and other mountain tops appear flat?
- Morgan County is over the Denver Basin, about 1 mile deep.
  - But, how did the Denver Basin get filled?

“**SHOW ME THE EVIDENCE**”

Note * One who studies the physical features of the earth as opposed to geological features

For more information, contact Paul Feltz at paulfeltz@gmail.com